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Why it is 
worth having 
your own 
Solemaran? 

Whether you are a private individual, or you lend your 
units to others, the answer is one. A solemaran is like  
a bed or a comfortable sofa. If you buy it for yourself,  
you provide yourself and your loved ones with the  
pleasure and comfort of spending time together among 
nature. Whether on the water or in the evening by the pier. 
As one customer mentioned, Solemarans work best  
during a daytime nap. It’s true - we’ve heard more than 
once about sitting on your own private island. It’s not  
difficult: comfortable mattresses, plenty of space,  
a bimini top that gives a sense of cosiness, the quiet  
splashing of the water and the singing of the birds  
may relax perfectly. 

You can anchor in a pleasant cove or in the middle  
of the lake, you can explore wild corners, you can  
sunbathe, read, exercise, eat, jump into the water and  
in autumn go mushrooming on the other side of the lake. 
If you rent - you can have the same, but make money  
on it as well. The cost of purchasing can be recovered 
even within a year.

Solemarans are powered by an electric engine, 
which you don’t hear, the lithium battery is lightweight  
and lasts for hours. The fabrics are easy to maintain  
and the white hulls stay fresh. Solemarans are very  
eye-catching products and with a little care they will  
stay like new for a long time.
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Dimensions 3,50 x 2,10 m

Immersion ok. 10-25 cm

Bimini Folding / stainless steel

Drive Electric engine+lithum battery 
(recommened, sold as an optional accessory)

®

s o l e m a r a n
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®
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Ułówki lake, Siedlisko Morena / Jeziorowskie, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship

 
for 4/5 persons  
for cool, common fun
 
spacious, comfortable, folding mattress  
for spending hours in comfort   
 
3  capacious lockers 
for boat equipment and personal belongings
 
folding bimini top 
for fully use the sun or protect ourselves, when it is too hot
 
drink holders 
for convinience and order on s deck 

high quality materials 
for your comfort of using  
 
the sailing license is not needed 
for being available for everyone
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Ekomarina Polańczyk / Polańczyk, Podkarpackie voivodeship
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Siedlisko Morena / Jeziorowskie, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship
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Siedlisko Morena / Jeziorowskie, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship
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ACCESSORIES
On-board essentials

WOODEN 
FOLDING 
COCO PADDLE  
130 cm 
pine wood
varnished 

PILLOW 
50x50 cm
two types of  
waterproof fabric
colours to choose from

Vinyl waterproof fabric

Acrylic breathable  
waterproof fabricPRINT ON BIMINI 

single or multicolour 

Who doesn’t take all kinds of accessories with them to the beach? 
Drink, food, toys, towels, books or newspapers are probably  
the basic things often indispensable. Accessories we design  
and offer are comfortable, useful and match the Solemarans  
perfectly by their form and quality.
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FOLDING TABLE/TRAY 
50x50 cm / stained oak, waterproof plywood,
waterproof cover included

SUNBED / SOLEMARAN TOWEL  
100x220 cm / 400 g / 100% cotton   
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Upholstery  

COLOURS

 U52.419 U52.354 U52.3548U52.376 U52.416U52.400 U52.420

Colours, like design itself, influence our mood, perception of reality, 
our moods and humour. They may evoke emotions in us, but also
describe ourselves, speak about our character or about what we 
want to convey. 
Have you ever wondered, what colour upholstery would you choose 
if you freed yourself from thinking about ‘practicality’? What colour 
would suit you or your space? 

We put the word “practical” in inverted commas because we often 
hear it while choosing a fabric. Customers are afraid that light-coloured, 
and certainly white mattresses will be a nightmare to clean.  
Of course, white is not grey and some dirt can be seen straight away,  
but don’t worry - the fabrics we use are very easy to maintain.  
Bright upholstery looks very elegant and fresh and Solemaran’s  
users will certainly feel special. 
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Marine vinyl fabric of very good quality, elegant, pleasant  
to the touch. Two-layer material (polyester carrier vinyl coated),  
resistant to abrasion and light (7 on a scale of 1-8), antibacterial. 
Polish manufacturer.

HOW TO CLEAN MATTRESSES?VINYL FABRIC

Wine, alcohol, coffee, 
tea, milk:
dry with a paper towel 
paper towel and clean
with soap and water

Grass, vegetables, 
jams, juices, 
chocolate, sweets:
wash with a sponge, 
warm water  
(max. 40°C)

Cosmetics, 
blood, tomatoes:
wash with 20%  
alcohol solution 

Oils, grease:
sprinkle with talc, 
clean with 20% 
alcohol solution

U56.402 U56.449U56.3547 U56.05 U56.055U56.444 U56.420U56.375U52.4214
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B: BLANCO 2439

B: TEJA 2442

B: AVENA 2429

B: ROJO 2345

B: MARRON 2625B: SEDA 2267

B: GRANATE 2115

B: BEIGE 2055

B: AMARILLO 8667

B: LILA 2058

B: VAINILLA 8666

B: BRASSERIE 2473

B: MARFIL 2163

B: NARANJA 2138

B: TWEED AVENA 2717

B: INTEGRAL 2428

B: RIOJA 2634

B: VISON 2266

B: CAFE 2434 B: ACQUAMARINA 2433

Bimini 

COLOURS
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B: JADE 2715

B: MARINO 2437

B: FREGATA 2072

B: BRISA 2712

B: BOTELLA 2531

B: AZUL REAL 2435

B: ARMADA 2059

B: PERLA 2703

B: VERDE 2748

B: AZUL 2431

B: SILVER 2540

B: ADMIRAL 2450

B: RACING 2098

B: INDIGO 2745

B: COMMODORE 3553

B: GRIS 2895

B: PIEDRA 3598

B: MINERAL 2749

B: TWEED GRIS 2716

B: GRAFITO 2057

B: ANTRACITA 8487

B: TWEED NEGRO 2227

B: NEGRO 2880

An acrylic fabric, single-layered, each fibre of which is covered with insulation, which gives breathability.
In addition, the fabric is stain resistant, mould resistant, UV and water resistant and does not fade. 
Easy to maintain, manufactured with respect for the environment. Spanish manufacturer.

HOW TO CLEAN THE CANOPY AND COVERS?

Gently brush, hoover or cloth. 
Use water (max. 30°) and soap, avoid aggressive agents. 
Leave to dry and do not persist. 

ACRYLIC FABRIC
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Skalny Spa Hotel / Polańczyk, Podkarpackie voivodeship

SKALNY SPA HOTEL
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Solina Lake
Hotel Skalny SPA
Polanczyk 

The Solina Reservoir was created in the 1960s on the San 
River. The fact that it is an artificially created lake does not take 
anything away from it. Solina captivates with its colour and the 
variety of its shoreline. It is one of the most beautiful reservoirs 
in Poland and its shape may resemble a Chinese dragon.  
The diverse mountainous area flooded with water gave the 
lake full of peninsulas, bays and coves. When the weather  
suddenly changes, there’s somewhere to hide while you’re  
on the water. There are also four islands on the lake:  
Big, Rocky, Small (Hare) and Period Island.

Period Island is the top of the mountain, visible or not,  
depending on the water level. The Big is inhabited and there 
are several resorts on it. You can get there by ferry (e.g. from 
Polańczyk). To the Small and the Rock Island you can get 
by yourself, although the coast is difficult to access.
 
On the shores of Lake Solina, in Polańczyk, there is one of the 
most famous spa resorts - Hotel Skalny Polańczyk and its new 
(2020) Ekomarina Polańczyk with indoor swimming pools and 
space for nearly 100 vessels, including ten Solemarans Coco.
  
Hotel Skalny*** has everything we need after an active holiday 
in the Bieszczady Mountains - a comfortable SPA with many 
treatments, a large, sociable grill shed, cosy, spacious rooms 
with balconies, a well-equipped playroom for children and  
of course a restaurant and bar. Half of the rooms have an  
insane view of Solina Lake. At the hotel, there is also the Wolf 
Land Tourist Agency, which organizes a million activities,  
probably for every mood and every weather - from the  
Podkarpacie wine trail to snowshoeing expeditions. 

 

skalnypolanczyk.pl 
krainawilka.pl
fb.com/skalnypolanczyk
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JK.: Daily topic on tap - coronavirus pandemic. 
How does the Skalny hotel, restaurant, other services work? 
What are the plans for winter 2020/21, next summer? 
GC: The hotel, due to the lockdown in the hotel industry,  
serves until 29.11 only business clients, and the restaurant 
serves only hotel guests. Similarly, the hotel’s other attractions - 
spa, saunas, swimming pool, bowling alley, playroom - are only  
available to hotel guests. We hope that the blockade of activities  
will be lifted at the end of November and we will again be able  
to serve all those willing to spend an active holiday in Bieszczady. 
In winter we are planning to launch an ice rink at the hotel, and 
in summer again a marina - with a tavern, cake shop, swimming 
pools on the lake and boat rental with ecological electric drive.

We often don’t know much about Lake Solina - sometimes 
heard from people: „Solina yes... beautiful there... I was/am 
in my childhood”.  So did I. Visiting Polańczyk this year I 
regretted that I had to leave right away. What has changed 
over the past years? And what has remained?
The qualities of nature are unchanged and attractive all year  
round. The combination of staying by a large lake and the proxi-
mity mountains offer plenty of different ways to spend your time. 
And every year we try to add new attractions so that even  
if the weather is not ideal, it is attractive. And so that each of our 
guests leaves with the feeling that „Is it already...? Why...?”. 
Recent summers have been very hot also in Bieszczady. 
It happens that our guests ask us why they travelled to Croatia 
or Turkey. We do not know how to explain it either.

If you want to sail, why go to the Solina, 
and not, for example, to Masuria? 
If someone wants to spend two weeks on a boat, then the Mazury 
better choice for them, but if sailing is only one but if sailing is to 
be only one part of the stay, then Solina and the whole region of 
Bieszczady offers more possibilities. Also in terms of cross-border 
tourism - Lviv, Miskolc or Medilaborce are only a few hours away 
by car.

Where to start when visiting Polańczyk when you  
are first time, completely lost? If we have time only 
weekend or we are on holiday for a fortnight or holidays?
A weekend stay should be profiled - do we care more about 
mountains, water or historical and cultural tourism. Each of these 
activities is enough to fill a whole weekend. In the case of a longer 
stay - from one week upwards combining various activities,  
with the possibility of both activities on and by the water,  
walks through charming mountain valleys, or shorter or longer 
trails in the Poloniny Mountains or their surroundings. Our hotel, 
which provides a large number of attractions on-site, will allow you 
to relax after a day more or less filled with activity in the field.

The Land of the Wolf (Kraina Wilka), Hotel Skalny and „Wataha” 
- how do these concepts intertwine?
Kraina Wilka is our Travel Agency providing a range of active  
programmes with a dose of adrenaline tailored to to each partici-
pant. With the participation of all the elements - in the mud,  
in the air, on ropes, various types of skis, snowmobiles. As for 
Wataha, the film crew spent the first two seasons in our hotel 
and our instructors provided assistance in the field. Hence also 
the programme Following the Wataha, run together with the  
actors of the series.

In 2020 you built a modern, large large eco-marina.  
What can we find in it? What is innovative about it?
The pools with basins immersed in the waters of the Solina are 
innovative. They give the possibility of safe swimming - because 
you always know where is the bottom. The muddy bathing sites  
on the Solina, with the shoreline changing with the water level,  
do not offer such a high level of safety - especially with regard  
to the youngest or those swimming poorly or not at all.  

Besides, our Ekomarina is the harbour for the whole flotilla  
of almost a hundred vessels - sailing boats, motorboats with 
electric engines, unique Coco catamarans, also with electric drive, 
which are already their functionality and ease of use are already 
replacing traditional pedal boats. We also have kayaks - 2- and 
3-persons traditional ones, as well as screw-powered ones,  
and also with a propeller drive.

How did the tourists react to the pioneering Coco Solemarans,  
a pioneering form of recreation in the area?
The boats have been very well received. On every day with good 
or even average weather all of them were on the water, although 
for many This type of recreation was an absolute novelty for many 
people. A large picnic blanket that floats on its own - an absolute 
revelation.

What prompted you to buy our vessels?
Undoubtedly, support from the EU funds, which made our 
investment came so quickly. Without it, it would have taken 3-4 
years longer and was built in small stages. And why Coco?  
Great design, great functionality and the best offer in an open 
competition.

Is there anything you would like to ask us?
You have already once created a product that not before.  
Do you have another ace up your sleeve?
 
J.K. A product that has not existed before - not yet. But we are  
working on accessories and improving the whole process and 
simply growing the company. There is something to do - these  
are products that the world knows little about, so there is a lot  
of promotional work. Luckily once the world knows it, it likes it :)

Grzegorz Caboń: co-owner of the Skalny Hotel in Polańczyk 
and the first modern Ekomarina on Lake Solina.

®

s o l e m a r a n

O Solinie, 
Polańczyku 
i Bieszczadach
Talking with Grzegorz Caboń
02.12.2020 
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Hotel Skalny Polańczyk, Ekomarina / Polańczyk, woj. podkarpackie

®

s o l e m a r a n

®

s o l e m a r a n

 
Ekomarina Polańczyk / Polańczyk, Podkarpackie voivodeship
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Siedlisko Morena / Jeziorowskie, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship

SIEDLISKO 
MORENA
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Ułówki lake 
Siedlisko Morena 
Hotel SPA
Ułówki Lake is situated in Garbat Lake District, which is the 
eastern part of the Great Lakes Region. However, there are 
no big lakes here - just small and small ones. They are often 
in the silent zone, which allows for a more peaceful stay and 
less traffic during the season. The name of course comes 
from the moraine terrain, so different from „gizycki” one  
or „mikołajski”. This one is full of hills and rises, which  
descend gently straight down to the lakes. It is this region,  
that you can go skiing if the snow is good - Piękna Góra near 
Gołdap, where one can use several ski lifts.  
 
Lake Ułówki - one can say that it is located in the very centre 
of Humpbacked Mazuria. It is connected with Łaśmiady Lake 
by a picturesque narrow isthmus, and with Szostak Lake  
by a 300-metre-long underground tunnel.  
 
By the lake Ułówki, on a hill (how else), there is one of the 
most fashionable, but also most pleasant hotels in Masuria, 
where cosiness and rustic style is combined with „a bit  
of luxury” and very good taste which is a very neat combi-
nation. Spacious, elegant SPA, beauty parlours, a restaurant 
with a three-sided view of the lake, a pier, indoor and outdoor 
swimming pools, a children’s area, a summer bar and last 
but not least - very friendly staff. 
 
This is Siedlisko Morena, built by three friends in the 90s  
in the Polish national/rural style with, noteworthy, the same 
director from the beginning.

 

siedliskomorena.pl 
fb.com/siedliskomorena
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J.K.: Mrs Ula, we have known each other for 5 years, since 
the very beginning of our company when we delivered our 
first Siesta vessel to your hotel. In 2018 you bought your 
own vessels – have you watched how the company and 
Solemarans have been developing since that time? 
No, I haven’t. I’ve just been busy with everyday life of Siedlisko. 
There is a season for everything, that’s why we bought our first 
Coco Solemarans in 2018, while in 2019 we ordered another 
batch. 

How do Coco Solemarans (our second model  
of Solemarans) fit in the atmosphere of Morena?
They do fit perfectly. Since the time we received them they 
have been extremely popular on the lake, customers have  
to book a ride by putting their names on the list.  
That’s why we have decided to buy another one. 

Is there any opinion on the vessels that you find  
particularly worth mentioning?
Yes :) – an opinion of guests from Germany saying that  
they can finally laze about on the lake enjoying the views,  
instead of rowing in the heat. There is a quiet zone on the lake, 
we don’t use engines. Both we and, as you see, our guests,  
do enjoy the silence.

Some friends of mine, and friends of my friends define  
Siedlisko (this is the opinion that is repeated) as a luxuri-
ous place, however not snobbish, which allows them to feel 
natural here. How have you achieved this?

Thanks to teamwork! Such a hotel, as ours, in general, is a place 
for our guests to have a rest. That’s why we make every effort to 
provide good conditions for resting :), and the surrounding nature 
helps us a lot. We are located in a cape surrounded by water, 
there are almost 10 acres (4 hectares) of land with hammocks, 
deckchairs, we have an orchard, a small garden, a beach, lake 
access and a smile on the face. I often say to my team that they 
should provide the guests with such a service they would expect 
themselves on their holidays. We just enjoy making our quests’ 
stay pleasant.

Hotel managers change frequently, but you have been in Sied-
lisko since the very beginning, that is for almost 20 years. This 
is your second home. What is so fascinating about  Siedlisko  
in your opinion? What do you like most about your job?
I am a “long-distance runner”. You cannot build anything good  
in one or two years. Building a company is a long-term process 
that takes many years. My story with Morena began on its con-
struction site and continues to this day. The moment when the 
hotel was ready for guests ended the very development process, 
but it began a wonderful adventure. Morena has changed a lot 
over the 20 years, an extension, a new outdoor swimming pool, 
additional services, and, first of all, keeping it in a good condition 
over all those years. There are investments, but the most impor-
tant thing is to build relations with people. Our Morena team is 
like a big family including many employees who began their work 
when we started our business. We have also a lot of customers 
who have been visiting us for almost 20 years, we watched how 
their children were born and how they were growing up. These are 
the emotions that a frequently changed job will not deliver – you 
need a good atmosphere for this to make the team want. Each  
of us spends lots of time at work, so it’s nice to have a second 
home there. What do I like about my job most? My job itself, 
because actually this is not a job.

Mazury Garbate (Humped Masuria) – is an exceptional part  
of Masuria, full of hills, larger and smaller lakes. A very pictur-
esque area at every season. Would you – as a happy Masurian 
local – recommend some less known place? Such that you 
cannot find from the main road and where you can ride by 
bicycle e.g. from Morena to get the experience of discovering 
something brand new?

Each of us perceives the world in a different way, each of us is  
impressed by different things. I am still in love with Masuria every 
season, even in November when it rains, though the sky is constantly 
grey, an evening by a fireplace with a book makes the grey colours dis-
appear. I’ve got such a place, practically near a tarmac road, but it is 
easy to miss when travelling by car. I stopped and enjoyed the sights 
– near the road between Woszczele and Zelki – a signpost  
to the left to Małkinia, a beautiful view to Sawinda lake to the left.  
I truly recommend.

The restaurant of Siedlisko – it’s hard to leave it – this is not only 
for its cuisine, but also for its charming view from huge windows  
to three sides of the world, including the lake. Have you ever tried 
to transfer the pleasure of eating with a lake view - to the very lake?
When we received the Solemarans, we prepared baskets with food 
with a card attached saying: TAKE ME TO YOUR CATAMARAN. The 
sets allowed guests to choose: a breakfast, light lunch or romantic 
supper. Only the guest’s fantasy it is the limit.

Is Morena children-friendly? Do children find their world in Morena?
There are a lot of children in Morena! A playground, activities for chil-
dren, menu for children, chocolate tree for children, games, colouring 
books and lots of other attractions. We have children that used to visit 
us with their parents and now they come with friends, our  
new guest generation is still growing. 

Is there anything you would like to ask me about?
Any new ideas?

J.K - We have a few ideas to develop Solemarans – they are partly 
under preparation, for example, a solar roof. We are wondering how  
to make our vessels as eco-friendly as possible and less harmful to 
the environment during their production process. We are constantly 
trying to develop the idea of Solemaran rest and to introduce  
a new quality of spending time on the water.

Urszula Orpik: the manager of the Siedlisko Morena hotel, one of the  
best in Masuria region, Poland; a woman satisfied with her life, successful  
and sincerely smiling. Living her happy life in Ełk for a few years.  
A Masurian woman of origin and choice - by Joanna Krawczyk.®

s o l e m a r a n

About a picnic on 
Solemarans and 
Siedlisko Morena
Talking with Urszula Orpik 
22.01.2019 

Interview with Urszula Orpik: the manager of the Siedlisko  
Morena hotel, one of the best in Masuria region, Poland;  
a woman satisfied with her life, successful and sincerely  
smiling. Living her happy life in Ełk for a few years.  
A Masurian woman of origin and choice - by Joanna Krawczyk.
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Siedlisko Morena / Jeziorowskie, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship
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Former Prussians, residing in today’s Varmia and Masuria, 
had their places of worship, including Naterskie lake.  
Did you know, that you built your house and the apartments 
at their holy lake, Świętajno Naterskie?
I knew, obviously, that the vicinity of Tomaszkowo and  
Naterki were former Prussian land, but I did not know  
Naterskie lake was the place of worship.  
You learn all your life :)

It is here, at the lake – among others – where Kupala Night, 
the shortest night of the year, was celebrated. How do you 
like spending this night, called also Sobótka or Palinotka  
in Polish, on Solemaran, in reference to old rites? :)
I think it would be an interesting experience, obviously  
in the appropriate company...

The Prussians worshiped Nature, it was a temple  
for them. They honoured its creations, forces and gifts.  
At present, the wildlife near Tomaszkowo is also  
appreciated and loved, but in a different sense.  
Apartments here were a real deal, weren’t they?
Just like the former inhabitants of this region, I also believe 

that nature is something miraculous and unyielding  
to any limitation attempts. You can see it best in Varmia  
and Masuria.

Where did your decision to erect the buildings there  
come from?
When I was brought here by one of my architects for  
the first time, I could not resist the impression that this  
beautiful place was a true refuge. This is what I was  
looking for. I knew right away my customers are bound  
to value this sanctuary of peace and quiet. I was right.
 

Tomaszkowo is your first project at the lake. Are you  
planning subsequent ones?
Yes, it is the first and I cannot say it is the last...

Some local titbits – in Tomaszkowo, the first whisky  
in Poland is produced, from Polish ingredients. It is called 
The Langlander Single Malt. Have you already tried it?
And I have learned something new again. I am eager  
to visit the place where this alcohol is to be created.  
The ability to make really good whisky is an elite skill,  
held only by few. I am curious to see that process  
in our local, Polish conditions.
 

How have you spent your time here, in Varmia?

The interview with Piotr Jaczewski, a developer, owner  
of AMA-BUD, member of the Polish Association of Developers,  
a sports lover, passionate about sailing, was carried out  
by Joanna Krawczyk.®

s o l e m a r a n

Although I have been focused on my project here for some time,  
Varmia and Masuria have always been associated with rest and  
reset for me. I cannot imagine balanced life in today’s world  
without them. Living in a constant haste requires some slowing  
down, and the vicinity of Tomaszkowo promotes meditation  
and switch to another thinking mode.

What do you like Solemaran Coco for?  
Would you recommend it to others?
Solemaran is a tool helping to cut away from the world,  
facilitating contemplation and observation of natural phenomena.  
I can recommend it to anyone, who is tired of continuous haste.

What words do you associate Solemaran with?  
Why have you called your boat Ultramarine?
Solemaran brings about connotations with sun and sea,  
obviously, in semantic terms. In Spanish, SOL is sun and MAR  
is sea. For most people, it will be associated with a catamaran.  
And Ultramarine is a gift for my unique wife, who loves the sun.  
Seeing her wonderful suntan, one of our friends once called  
her Ultramarine.

How did your wife react to the gift?
Initially, she could not believe it, but later she was 
really happy.

About holy lake 
in Warmia & about 
Tomaszkowo
Talking with Piotr Jaczewski 
29.08.2019 
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Przystanek Zatoka / Siła/Tomaszkowo, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship
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Sady Villas & Apartments / Stare Sady, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship

SADY VILLAS & APARTMENTS
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Tałty lake 
Sady Villas  
& Apartments
Tałty lake is the deepest lake of the Great Masurian Lakes. If you look 
carefully on the map, you will see a large post-glacial trough filled 
with Ryńskie, Tałty, Mikołajskie, Bełdany and Nidzkie lakes. Between 
them there is a large backwater of the biggest lake of The Great  
Masurian Lakes - Śniardwy. If you would like to follow the water  
route from the south to the north, from Jaskowo to Pisz, it is almost  
50 kilometres long, full of beautiful bays and islands. First, Nidzkie 
Lake in the quiet zone with its legendary village of Krzyże and the  
cultural Forester’s lodge Pranie (worth stopping for a summer con-
cert!), through the Wierzba reservoir on the peninsula of the same 
name, where we can meet semi-wild Polish ponies on the shore. 
Turning right here, we would enter Śniardwy. Turning left we pass 
Mikołajki tourist resort with its newly built, elegant, spacious wharf 
and a quiet village Stare Sady, where we are about to stop. Sailing 
further north we have Lake Ryńkie and Ryn - with its large harbour 
and the historic, award-winning Zamek Ryn Hotel and its freshly 
opened modern SPA.  
 
Back we go. Along the way, one of our favourite places in this  
area - the aforementioned Stare Sady, and in it Sady Villas and  
Apartments. It is a mini village, called „a place designed for relaxa-
tion” created by Mrs. Magda Binder, an interior designer, who settled 
there permanently. Year by year the village has grown, like a natural 
settlement in which one wants to live. More recently, it has also been 
enriched by the beach, which turns into a relaxing grassy area.  
In summer, it’s a hit - not only with its boating equipment and  
romantic pier, but also with its parties, live music, communal  
exercise, bonfires and workshops.  
 
The Sady Villas and Apartments are cosy and each house and flat 
has its own kitchen. This is always handy, although you don’t have  
to use it, if one of the villas has a Bistro - also with vegan food.  
And this is very hard to come by in Masuria! 

sady.pl 
fb.com/sadypl
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Hard times came unexpectedly... We have not experienced 
anything like this ever before – the world is slowing down 
rapidly, the economy is a big unknown, much is being said 
about reorganising our life. What is the spring like in Stare 
Sady during the pandemic? What does Mazury region look 
like, what is in the air?
It is peaceful in Stare Sady, life goes on with its own slow 
pace. Repair, renovation and gardening works are underway. 
We are preparing the beach, we want everything to be well-
organised for the guests we expect in the Summer. I don’t 
know what it is like in other places, I isolate myself a little,  
also from too much information. I have news from Mikołajki 
from my team. They tell me the streets are empty, people  
are squatting in their homes and they are waiting for what 
comes next. Parents are nervous about home schooling  
of children, for which no one was prepared, and our completely 
outdated education system is not suitable for either. I hear 
that more and more people lose their jobs. It is a tourist region, 
here everything revolves around tourists. Hotels, guesthouses, 
guest rooms, restaurants and all the infrastructure that serves 
them, shops, sailing and motorboat service points – they are 
all empty and the biggest costs are employee wages. Anxiety 
about losing our job causes fear that we might soon not be 
able to get money for food, which has become more expen-
sive. People are really afraid of hunger. We’ve all got used  
to the availability of all goods, and these circumstances  
are new to us…

I can’t get out of my mind a sentence uttered by Olga 
Tokarczuk during her Nobel speech in Stockholm:  
“Something is wrong with this world.” It was said in  

October. A global epidemic broke out in December... Nature 
seems to be slightly annoyed. Would you agree with this?
I think that nature should not be blamed, but people. Unless  
we look at it this way: greed lies in the nature of people…

This “wrong” also seems to concern the idea of the planned 
Ełk-Mrągowo transit route passing through Mikołajki and the 
surrounding area. This area is occupied by nature reserves, 
swamps, lakes. What do you think about this? 
Maybe the people who came up with this idea have not had 
a good rest for a long time :) I often go to the hill in Notysta, 
where the construction of a large bridge with a pylon like the 
Palace of Culture has been planned. It is the most beautiful 
place for me in Mazury. I love to look down at the shimmering 
patches of lakes, islands, forests that seem endless. Views  
of nature untouched by human activity are soothing and have  
a positive impact on our health and mental balance, it has been 
scientifically proven. Everyone needs such views, without big 
bridges, trucks, noise and the smell of exhaust fumes. Roads 
are also needed, but are they needed there? Apparently, the 
most expensive variant was chosen. Is this greed again?  
Someone wants to ruin this beautiful space forever.  
What is their purpose?

I may have started with some unpleasant questions, please 
forgive me, but they are very up to date. Now I would like to 
ask you about more peaceful topics – about your Village, for 
starters. Because you have just created a summer village –  
a few houses standing not on a closed plot, but near regular 
public roads. Detached houses for rent (which you built your-
self). It’s quite unusual and very open in reception... 

About a place designed  
to rest
Talking with Magdalen Binder
31.03.2020 
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You come from Warsaw – do you enjoy living in Mazury?  
Why did you decide to move?
Such a decision was made only last fall. I packed my Warsaw  
apartment and now I have all my belongings in Sady. I didn’t  
realise there were so many of them! I used to be an urban animal,  
I couldn’t imagine living without a city, but when I gradually started to 
go outside it, I noticed that I didn’t want to hurry anymore, the noise 
irritates me and the air just stinks. It is different here, things are not 
so urgent. Time flows noticeably, and at the same time the tree, lake, 
earth exist. This is soothing. I would like my guests to see it too and 
enjoy this relief. I am convinced that people need this close contact 
with nature to live. Even if it lasts only for a weekend.

Changes... you are creating a private beach, and nearby,  
in Mikołajki, a modern waterfront is being built. To be  
honest, I can’t wait for the Summer to see all this completed.  
Is there any more news? What will the Summer 2020 be like?
I also wonder what the new waterfront in Mikołajki will look like.  
You must visit our beach. There will be comfortable beds, umbrellas, 
lanterns. I would like it to be fairy-tale-like, if the wind allows.  
I am also thinking about blankets and picnic baskets. Such a picnic 
by the water is a nice thing, not to mention the possibility of having a 
picnic on a Solemaran. Yes, the upcoming summer will bring, first and 
foremost, good food. We have a new chef and I think that, from now 
on, people from the entire neighbourhood will visit our Bar.

Would you like to ask us a question?
I hope you continue to grow, because I am already thinking about ex-
panding our fleet. Maybe you have some new projects up your sleeve?

JK: Of course. New things are planned, they will probably be launched 
officially soon. And the Solemaran Fleet... sounds nice :) Thank you 
very much and I’m glad you remembered the vessel you saw at the 
exhibition 6 years ago... Good luck with the new Bar (I can’t wait  
to visit it) and see you soon! 

Yes, six houses are a big village :) That’s what I wanted it to look 
like. I didn’t want to interfere with the look and mood of the idyllic 
countryside, so it couldn’t be a big guest house, and I wanted to 
offer accommodation to over 80 guests. I designed Sady for peo-
ple, who want to get away from the crowd, haste and slow down  
a little. Therefore, you can rent the whole house here, with its 
own garden, or an apartment in a log house, which looks like a 
century-old cottage, and hide in a green garden. Nothing soothes 
your nerves and calms you down like looking at greenery. But if 
you want to be close to others, there are many places to hang out 
together – a bar where you will find board games, delicious coffee 
and homemade cake, club and billiard rooms. We are also launch-
ing a large library this season. And the beach, my youngest child.
 
Do you have special plans for the summer in relation  
to the current circumstances?
I don’t have a special plan. As usual, with my wonderful team,  
we are ready to welcome guests at any time and surround  
them with care and protection.
 
You saw a Solemaran for the first time at the Good Design  
exhibition at the Institute of Industrial Design in Warsaw.  
Now you will own another, bigger model – Coco. It’s great  
for us that Solemarans are appreciated by designers and  
sailors, like you. And what interested you in Solemaran?
As a sailor – nothing :) There was no flap of sails, no wind  
in my hair... At the exhibition, many years ago, I saw something 
extraordinary for those times – a coherent design, elegant  
in its simplicity, beautiful details, careful finishing. I was delighted 
with the idea, simple enough to be brilliant. To rock on the water 
lazily in the sun, or without it – who would not dream about it?  
As the years passed, I forgot about this project, for I love sailing... 
But when the decision was made to create a beach, the old  
emotions came back. I didn’t hesitate a moment,  
I knew immediately that Solemaran would be our star.

Where would you go on a summer Solemaran cruise?
It would be a cruise without a destination. Listening to splashing 
water, absorbing vitamin D from the sun, contemplation of my  
stillness against the movement of the waves and air. Of course, 
with a basket full of treats and a good summer wine. Maybe to  
the nearby reeds?

The interview with MagdaBinder - interior designer, she has been living  
in Stare Sady since ... She created a real holiday village on Lake Tałty.  
Houses and apartments with their private beach and a restaurant  
are planned there. A gem near Mikołajki.®

s o l e m a r a n

 
Sady Villas & Apartments /  

Stare Sady, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship
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Nateria Lake House / Naterki, Warmian-Masurian voivodeship

NATERIA HOUSE AT THE LAKE
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Naterskie Lake 
Nateria House  
at the lake
Lake Naterskie (Świętajno) is one of those intimate lakes  
at which recreational houses are built willingly. It is situated  
20 minutes by car from Olsztyn, the capital of warmian-masurian 
voivodeship, to the north of the bigger and better known Lake  
Wulpińskie. It is located in the quiet zone which, together with  
the family character of the local housing, makes it a peaceful  
holiday destination. In addition, due to the coastal vegetation,  
there are no municipal beaches.   
 
Lake Świętajno has its own interesting history, which allows 
to look at this small water body from a slightly different angle.  
It is not about recent history, and here I mean the beginning of the 
20th century, but much earlier, the times of the Prussian tribes,  
who inhabited the lands of Warmia and Mazury up to the 14th  
century. Świętajno was located on the tribal border of Galindia  
and Pogezania. At that time the lake had a cultic function,  
what meant that was used only for sacral purposes. Prussians  
paid homage and honoured nature - for Prussians living and dead 
creatures were deities or incarnations. Today there is nothing  
to indicate what happened there (like on many other lakes  
in Warmia) centuries ago. Nowadays, the lush and beautiful  
Warmian nature in its entirety serves both inhabitants and tourists, 
visiting these regions at any time of the year.  
Many places offer accommodation here. 

One of them, and at the same time one of the most luxurious 
and comfortable holiday homes is the Nateria House at the lake.  
The name is simple and unpretentious, just like the form of the  
house in the style of a modern barn. The interior is perfectly  
designed, and the garden is large and well maintained. The view  
from the huge windows of the living room, terrace and bedroom on 
the first-floor terrace and upstairs bedroom overlooks the greenery  
and the lake, which is 90 metres away from the house. In addition, 
there is a private jetty, a private beach and Solemaran Coco -  
- a private island.

fb.com/nateriadomeknadjeziorem
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If you consider purchaising a Solemaran, you think  
about the summer season 2022 and you wonder, 
why Solemaran, here is a hint :)

Well... It sounds trivial, but let me get this straight -  
- it is a quality that distinguishes us. Both technological  
and market quality. Functionality, practicality, durability,  
exclusiveness, aesthetics and the associated positive 
personal feelings and satisfaction with use. We build  
our hulls with fresh resins purchased on a regular basis, 
and gel coats do not turn yellow after a few years.  
We do not save on filling foam and reinforcements  
in critical places. All fittings are stainless steel  
and the bimini upholstery is sewn from UV  
and waterproof fabrics.

Enough for tangible and visible to the naked eye.  
But let us not forget about the quality of life, not the  
material quality, but the spiritual and psychological one, 
that manifests itself for us simply in contentment 
and inner peace.

Let us list further... Customer service sets us apart -  
always in touch, flexible and attentive, open to coopera-
tion. Finally, innovation sets us apart. We are originators, 
designers and manufacturers of Solemarans - small 
leisure catamarans, consisting of a lounging platform in 
the form of a comfortable mattress and a bimini canopy.  

We are experts and pioneers. We have created a market 
for new vessels for resting on the water and we know 
everything about them. A market that, although quite  
slowly, is growing. A market not only for us as vendors  
and our customers as end users. We have also created  

a new field of action for hotels, hotels, larger and smaller 
rental companies, which not only have a new popular  
attraction for their guests, but also make good money  
from renting. 

Why is this? Because Solemarans are very liked.  
There is no other unit that at the same time allows  
blissful relaxation, a comfortable picnic and at the same 
time is a base for water sports. You can take your SUP 
board with you, swim or do yoga (on the water). 

Our product is like levis, reeboks or a little black dress. 
Original.  
With a vision and an idea. 
Counterfeit, but impossible to imitate.

Solemarans have a certificate from the Polish  
Register of Shipping dated 23.08.2017 / 637334

What distinguishes 
us?

Ekomarina Polańczyk /  
Polańczyk, Podkarpackie voivodeship
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OUR HONOURS

Good Design (Dobry Wzór) is the oldest 
Polish design competition. It has been 
awarding well-designed products for 
almost 30 years. The experts of the  
Institute of Industrial Design and the  
Jury consisting of independent speciali-
sts choose the best design in over  
twenty categories.

dobrywzor.com.pl

The „Product of Warmia and Mazury” 
project was initiated and organized  
since 2014 by the Marshal’s Office  
of Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship  
in order to present and distinguish 
and awarding with a Certificate 
products, services and events 
which are exceptional and distinctive 
for Warmia and Mazury. 

warmia.mazury.pl

must have is a plebiscite organised since 2011 
by the Łódź Design Festival, honouring the best 
Polish implementations by Polish designers 
and manufacturers. It is a free-of-charge quality 
label which Polish companies can use in Poland 
and abroad. It was created to popularise good 
Polish design and, in this way, promote native 
business and designers. must have is a unique 
consumer recommendation and the most  
media-oriented event in Polish design. 
 
musthave.lodzdesign.com

GOOD DESIGN 2017 
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN
WARSAW 

MUST HAVE 2020 
ŁÓDŹ DESIGN FESTIVAL 
ŁÓDŹ 
  

WARMIA MAZURY 
PRODUCT 
MARSHAL’S OFFICE  
OF THE W-M PROVINCE
OLSZTYN

Ekomarina Polańczyk /  
Polańczyk, Podkarpackie voivodeship
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Product invented, designed and manufactured in Poland since 2017. Proprietary and original design. Products refined in every 
detail, certified by the Polish Register of Shipping. Awarded and distinguished for design and innovation. Driven by a silent electric motor.

www.solemaran.pl / www.fb.com/solemaranoriginal / Instagram: Solemaran_Original_com / LinkedIn: Solemaran Original 
©2017Joanna Krawczyk, Daniel Bednarski / Producent: Miejsce Projektowe. Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone. 

®

s o l e m a r a n


